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CAMSHELVING® GN FOOD PAN TROLLEYS

• Lifetime Warranty Against Rust and Corrosion.

• Made from strong composite plastic materials.  
Virtually unbreakable.

• Can hold hot pans from oven up to 390˚F (200˚C).

Designed to Last for Life

UGNPR21F36 
Full Size GN 2/1 Trolley

UGNPR11F18 
Full Size GN 1/1 Trolley

CAMSHELVING® GN FOOD PAN TROLLEYS



Unparalleled Performance  
and Value
Durable Construction
Made from strong composite plastic materials that are 
virtually unbreakable with heat-tolerant molded in rails.

Long Life, Low Maintenance
Backed by a lifetime warranty against rust and corrosion 
and made with easy to clean, smooth surfaces. Every part 
can be easily replaced if damaged, ensuring a lifetime  
of service.

Easy to Maneuver, Enhanced Stability 
Premium plastic casters combined with structurally solid  
top and bottom frames provide a quiet, smooth gliding  
rack that easily maneuvers anywhere.

Quick and Easy Assembly
Ships knockdown with casters and bottom frame wedges 
factory assembled onto posts. Assemble in 4 easy steps  
with 1 tool – a rubber mallet. 

Unique Top Frame
Supports a GN full-size food pan (GN 1/1 Full and Half Size 
Trolleys only) to protect contents below or to create a light 
duty workspace on half size trolleys.

“The kitchen production staff at Greenville 
Memorial Hospital love the new GN 2/1 Food Pan 
Trolley from Cambro. It holds enough hotel pans 
to ensure we have all needed production items in 
one location. This really helps with walk-in storage  
and makes it easy to quickly “fire” an entire meal  
service off of one cart. Another benefit is the super  
smooth casters, making it easy to maneuver through 
a very busy production kitchen, without getting  
stuck on drains or cracks in the floor. And the 
trolleys are very easy to clean. We are very 
pleased with this product and will be ordering  
more to replace our current carts.”

Jason Desmond C.E.C. Chef Manager
Prisma Health at Greenville Memorial Hospital 
Greenville, South Carolina

Customer Satisfaction
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Durability, Stability and Longevity
The Camshelving® GN Food Pan Trolleys represent 
a major product evolution for bulk food holding and transport. 
Unlike the wide array of metal trolleys in the market, these 
trolleys will never have failing weld points, dented frames or 
sharp metal edges, hard to clean corners, rust and corrosion or 
damage beyond repair.

STABLE, SMOOTH MANEUVERABILITY 
Solid top and bottom locking frames 
combined with 4 premium plastic 
casters provides a quiet, smooth gliding 
trolley that easily maneuvers anywhere.

PREMIUM CASTERS 
Heavy duty 5" (12,7 cm) 
swivel casters with non-
marking thermoplastic 
rubber wheel and brake. 
Total locking brake locks 
both swivel and wheel.

EASY TO CLEAN  
Impervious to food acids or 
harsh chemicals. No sharp 
corners to collect hard to 
clean food residue and grease.  
Wipe clean or pressure wash.

MOLDED IN PAN STOPS 
0.12" (3 mm) pan stops 
at each rail end provide 
stability during transport.

RAIL SPACING  
Wide rail spacing offers 
greatest versatility and 
ease of use.

VERSATILE PERFORMANCE 
Use in kitchen, freezer or cooler. 
Hold hot pans from oven up to 
390˚F (200˚C).

Weight Bearing
Per Rail Set All Units 100 lbs. (45 kg)
Per Unit Full Size 750 lbs. (340 kg)

Half Size 375 lbs. (170 kg)

COMPONENT

3" 
(7,6 cm)

ENHANCED FOOD SAFETY, EXPANDED USAGE 
Unique top frame (GN 1/1 Full or Half Size 
Trolleys only) supports 1 each GN 1/1 food 
pan to protect contents below during storage 
and transport. Or use a GN 1/1 cutting board 
to create a light duty prep station on the half 
size trolley.
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UGNPR21H18 UGNPR21F36

GBCTUGNPR11  
Optional Heavy Duty Vinyl Cover 
for GN 1/1 Full Size Trolley.

GBCTUGNPR21  
Optional Heavy Duty Vinyl Cover 
for GN 2/1 Full Size Trolley.

UGNPR11F18UGNPR11H9

GN 1/1 Food Pan Trolley Capacity* 
1 full size pan per rail set, end load

2½" 
(6,5 cm)

4"  
(10 cm)

6"  
(15 cm) 

8" 
(20 cm)

Full Size Trolley

1/1 Pans 18 9 9 6
1/2 Pans 36 18 18 12
1/3 Pans 54 27 27 18
Half Size Trolley

1/1 Pans 9 4 4 3
1/2 Pans 18 8 8 6
1/3 Pans 27 12 12 9
*  Not including top frame position. Top post connector frame 

holds GN 1/1 full size food pan or GN 1/1 cutting board. 
Bottom rail set holds 2 1/2" (6,5 cm) deep food pans only.

GN 2/1 Food Pan Trolley Capacity* 

2 full size pans per rail set, side load

2½" 
(6,5 cm)

4"  
(10 cm)

6"  
(15 cm) 

8" 
(20 cm)

Full Size Trolley

1/1 Pans 36 18 18 12
Half Size Trolley

1/1 Pans 18 8 8 6
* Bottom rail set holds 2 1/2" (6,5 cm) deep food pans only.

COMPONENT

All Trolleys ship knockdown (KD) complete 
in 1 box with casters and bottom frame 

wedges factory assembled on posts.

Patent Pending.

CODE DESCRIPTION
DIMENSIONS 
L x W x H**

UNIT  
WEIGHT

LIST PRICE  
EACH

GN 1/1 Food Pan Trolleys

UGNPR11F18 Full Size Trolley 28.75" x 17.25" x 67.19" (73,03 x 43,8 x 170,7 cm) 53.15 lbs. (24,56 kg) $ 880.00 
UGNPR11H9 Half Size Trolley 28.75" x 17.25" x 40" (73,03 x 43,8 x 101,6 cm) 32.68 lbs. (15,28 kg) 660.00
GN 2/1 Food Pan Trolleys

UGNPR21F36 Full Size Trolley 32.88" x 25.38" x 67.19" (83,5 x 64,5 x 170,7 cm) 60.9 lbs. (27,68 kg) 935.00
UGNPR21H18 Half Size Trolley 32.88" x 25.38" x 40" (83,5 x 64,5 x 101,6 cm) 37.7 lbs. (17,14 kg) 680.00
Full Size Trolley Vinyl Covers

GBCTUGNPR11 For GN 1/1 26" x 18.6" x 60.8" (66,3 x 47,2 x 154,4 cm) — 150.00
GBCTUGNPR21 For GN 2/1 31" x 26.73" x 60.8" (78,7 x 67,9 x 154,4 cm) — 168.00
Case Pack: 1  Trolley Color: Speckled Gray (480).  Cover Color: Opaque (CLR). Vinyl cover not NSF listed. **Includes 5" (12,7 cm) Casters. 


